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Abstract 

Let 5 be the sphere spectrum. We construct an associative, commutative, and unital smash 
product in a complete and cocomplete category ^ s of "5-modules" whose derived category @$ 
is equivalent to the classical stable homotopy category. This allows a simple and algebraically 
manageable definition of "5-algebras" and "commutative 5-algebras" in terms of associative, or 
associative and commutative, products R As R — • R. These notions are essentially equivalent 
to the earlier notions of Aoo and Eoo ring spectra, and the older notions feed naturally into 
the new framework to provide plentiful examples. There is an equally simple definition of 
H-modules in terms of maps R As M —• M. When R is commutative, the category ^R of 
R-modules also has an associative, commutative, and unital smash product, and its derived 
category Q)R has properties just like the stable homotopy category. 

Working in the derived category OR, we construct spectral sequences that specialize to give 
generalized universal coefficient and Kunneth spectral sequences. Classical torsion products 
and Ext groups are obtained by specializing our constructions to Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra 
and passing to homotopy groups, and the derived category of a discrete ring R is equivalent 
to the derived category of its associated Eilenberg-Mac Lane 5-algebra. 

We also develop a homotopical theory of K-ring spectra in @R, analogous to the classical 
theory of ring spectra in the stable homotopy category, and we use it to give new constructions 
as MU-ring spectra of a host of fundamentally important spectra whose earlier constructions 
were both more difficult and less precise. 

Working in the module category ^CR, we show that the category of finite cell modules over 
an 5-algebra R gives rise to an associated algebraic if-theory spectrum KR. Specialized to 
the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra of discrete rings, this recovers Quillen's algebraic if-theory of 
rings. Specialized to suspension spectra E°°(QX)+ of loop spaces, it recovers Waldhausen's 
algebraic if-theory of spaces. 

Replacing our ground ring 5 by a commutative 5-algebra R, we define H-algebras and 
commutative R-algebras in terms of maps A AR A — • A, and we show that the categories 
of i?-modules, i?-algebras, and commutative /^-algebras are all topological model categories. 
We use the model structures to study Bousfield localizations of H-modules and K-algebras. 
In particular, we prove that KO and KU are commutative ko and ku-algebras and therefore 
commutative 5-algebras. 

We define the topological Hochschild homology R-module THHR(A; M) of A with coef
ficients in an (A, i4)-bimodule M and give spectral sequences for the calculation of its ho
motopy and homology groups. Again, classical Hochschild homology and cohomology groups 
are obtained by specializing the constructions to Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra and passing to 
homotopy groups. 
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APPENDIX A 

Twisted half-smash products and function spectra 

by Michael Cole 

1. In t roduct ion 

Let [/, U' be universes, ^{U, U') the space of linear isometries U —> £/', A a 
space, a: A —> J{U, U') a map, and let E e S^U, E' € S?U' be spectra. The 
twisted half-smash product a K E G S?U' and the twisted function spectrum 
F[a, E') 6 yU are fundamental constructions which underly the foundations 
of stable homotopy theory that were introduced in [38] and developed further 
in this book. These functors specialize to the change of universe functors that 
are necessary to define internal smash products and function spectra, and they 
provide a simple way to prove that the different internal smash products so 
obtained are canonically and coherently equivalent upon passage to the stable 
category. 

In connection with the research presented in this book, the theory of twisted 
half-smash products has undergone major clarification and sharpening of the re
sults originally given in [38]. In particular, the improved "untwisting theorem", 
given as Theorem 5.5 below, has led to corresponding improvements of the the
orems concerning the homotopy invariance properties of a x E and F[a,E') in 
the variable a — the crucial point being that for tame spectra E, the homotopi-
cal properties of a x E depend only on the homotopical properties of the space 
A rather than on the particular map a. In particular, it is vital to the theory 
that for tame spectra E the functor a x E is well-behaved homotopically before 
passage to the stable category. 

We present new definitions of twisted half-smash products and function spec
tra which have considerable advantages, both conceptually and expositionally, 
compared to the definitions in [38]. In particular, our definitions do not re
quire choosing arbitrary cofinal sequences of representations and therefore our 
treatment avoids the technical complications concerning the behavior of colim-
its found in the approach of [38]. We shall recast much of the material of [38, 
VI§§l-3] in a simpler, more user-friendly, form. 
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226 A. TWISTED HALF-SMASH PRODUCTS AND FUNCTION SPECTRA 

The treatment of twisted half-smash products and function spectra in [38] is 
written in the equivariant context, with a compact Lie group G acting on all 
spaces and spectra in sight. We present our definitions and theorems nonequiv-
ariantly here and note that virtually everything that we say carries over mutatis 
mutandis to the equivariant case. We will point out the small exceptions to this 
at the end. 

We give preliminary definitions and constructions in Sections 2-4, reaching 
the definition of twisted half-smash products and function spectra in Section 5. 
That section also gives a simple proof of the untwisting theorem, which describes 
an isomorphism a tx E = E A A+ when the spectrum E is a finite desuspension 
of a space. Our proof relies on an idea of Neil Strickland. We give some formal 
properties of our functors in Section 6 and consider their homotopical properties 
in Section 7. In Section 8 we prove a cofibration theorem that plays an important 
technical role in the theory of 5-modules. We shall derive it from the untwisting 
theorem. We conclude in Section 9 with a brief discussion of the equivariant 
versions of our constructions; more details will appear in [16]. 

2. The category S*(U'\ U) 

To define our constructions we introduce a category y(Uf\U). An object 
& G y{U'; U) is a family of spectra &v G yU', one for each indexing space 
V C U. We require isomorphisms pv,w • T,w~v<?w —• <fv, V C W, that 
satisfy the evident transitivity relation. Here we are mixing universes since we 
are suspending the spectrum &w which is indexed on U' by the indexing space 
W — V which is in [/, but in any case Y,w~v<?w just means the usual smash 
product of the spectrum <fw with the space Sw~v. We think of <f as the 
spectrum &§ G yUf, an object stable with respect to suspension by indexing 
spaces in U', but also equipped with a choice of compatible desuspensions by 
indexing spaces in U. 

EXAMPLE 2.1. If V = U and X is a space, we get an associated object 
<?(X) G y{U\U) by setting &{X)v = 'E'yX and considering the canonical 
natural isomorphisms HW^VT^X = E ^ X as structure maps. 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Generalizing Example 2.1, let / : U —• U' be a linear isome-
try and X a space. The specification <£f(X)y = HfvX defines an object #f(X) € 
y{U'\U) with structure maps given by Ew~vi:fwX £ &w-fvTtfwX S 

We will prove shortly that a map a : A —• S(U, Uf) gives rise to an object 
Ma G y(U'\ U) for which jtia§ = £ ° ° J 4 + . The construction is natural in spaces 
over ^{U, U'). If a is the constant map at / € S(U, U') then ^a is the object 
discussed in Example 2.2 with X = A+. 

We will define a smash product 

A-.y(uf;U) xyu —>yu' 
and a function spectrum 

F(-, - ) : s?{u'\ u)op x yu' —> yu 
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satisfying an adjunction isomorphism 

(2.3) yu'(<? A E, E1) S yU{E, F(<f, E% 

where E e ^ t / , £ ' € ^ [ / ' , <f G J^(£/'; U). For a map a : A —• S{U, Uf) and 
spectra E € yV\ E' € < W we will define 

a x E = Jta A JB 

and 
F[a,Ef) =F{Jta,E') 

and show that this agrees with the definitions of [38]. 

3. Smash products and function spectra 

We first record the following obvious fact. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. For an object <f e y(U'; U) and a space X e 9 there is a 
smash product <f f\X e y{Uf; U) defined by {& AX)v = <?V AX and the evident 
structure maps. There is an adjunction isomorphism 

y{U'\ U){£ A X, 9) £ ^{X, 3>{U'\ U)((F, 0) ) 

where the morphism set y{U'\ U)(&, 9) is given the evident topology and base-
point. 

Although not obvious from the definitions, it can be shown that there is a 
"function object" F(X, 9) £ y(U'\ U) such that the adjunction extends in the 
expected way. 

We now define the object F(£,E'). 

DEFINITION 3.2. For objects <f e y(Uf;U) and E' € yU' the spectrum 
F{<F,E') e yU is given by F(£,E'){V) = yU'{£v,Ef). Abbreviating y' = 
yUf, the structure maps are given by the sequences of isomorphisms 

y^^v^E^^y'^^^w^E^^y^^w.^^E^^^^y'^w^E'). 
For £ € y{U'\ U) and E € yU, our definition of cf A E € yW is dic

tated by the desired adjunction (2.3). Recall that for a spectrum E G yU and 
prespectrum D e &U, the morphism set &>U(D,E) may be described by 

(3.3) 0>U{D, E) = \\mVcU P{DV, EV), 

where the limit is taken over the maps 

P(DW,EW) —+ ^{Hw'v DV.EW) * P(DV,Slw-vEW) £ f(DV,EV). 

It follows that 

yU(E,F{<?,E')) = lim P(EV,F{£,E')V) 
= lim P(EV,yU\£v,E')) 
= lim yUf{£v AEV,E') 
= yU'(colim <?v A EV,E'), 
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where the colimit is taken over the maps 

(3.4) £v A EV £ E ^ ^ u / A EV * £w A E W - V J5V —> £w A £W. 

Hence our definition of £ A E: 

DEFINITION 3.5. If £ e S?{U'\ U) and E € S?U, then £ A E e S*U' is the 
spectrum co\imycu £y A £ V where the colimit is taken over the maps (3.4). 

We have contrived our definitions to make the following true. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. There is an adjunction isomorphism 

yV\£ A E, E') * yU{E, F{£, E')). 

The following result is easy. 

PROPOSITION 3.7. If £ € S?(U'\ U)f E e S^U, and X e P there are natural 
isomorphisms 

(£ A E) A X 3* £ A (E A X) ^ {£ A X) A E. 

In practice if a spectrum E is the specification LD of a prespectrum D, it is 
often useful to describe £ A E as a colimit involving the spaces DV rather than 
the spaces EV. A simple adjunction argument together with (3.3) proves the 
following result. 

PROPOSITION 3.8. If D e &U is a prespectrum and £ e y{U'\ U) then 

£ A LD ^ colim^cc/ <?v A DV 

where the colimit is taken over the maps (3.4) (replacing E by D). 

In particular, if E is the desuspension spectrum £ ^ X of a space X, this has 
the following consequence. 

PROPOSITION 3.9. For a fixed indexing space V C U there is an isomorphism 

£ A Z^X * £v A X 

that is natural in £ and X. 

PROOF. By Proposition 3.8 we see that 

£ A E^X £? colimwcc/ rfW A HW'VX. 

But clearly, for V C W the structure map 

£y A X £ E W - V ^ y A X £ <?w A E ^ ' ^ 

is an isomorphism. Hence the colimit stabilizes at V and the claim follows. • 
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4. The object Ma € 5*(I/'; [/) 

Let a : A —> . / ( [ / , [/') be a map. For any V C !7 and V C U\ let ^ v y 
denote the pullback 

AVy • ^ ( K V ) 

A tt > S(U,U') >S{V,U') 

Thus -Av.v is the set of a e A such that a(a)V C V. Note that J4V,V will 
often be empty (for example, if V is too small). Note that Aoy = A for any 
V. UVCW then Aw.v> C 4v,v"- If V' c TV then ,4v,v C Ayy and, for 
fixed V, A = Uv'cc/' -^v.v- In particular, if 4̂ is compact, or more generally 
has compact image, then, for fixed V, we see that A = Ayy for large V7. 

Now for any V, V let 77(a)^v denote the vector bundle over Ayy with total 
space 

E(>n(a)yy) = {(asv) € Xv.v x V" | 1/ ± a(a)V}. 
Let Ta^ .v be the Thorn space of rj(a)vtv>. In the case that Ayy = 0 then 
77(a)yy is the empty bundle 0 —• 0 and, by convention, the Thorn space is a 
single point. 

OBSERVATION 4.1. For fixed V, {Tay.y} is a prespectrum indexed over U\ 
which we will denote by &ay. The structure maps E w ~v Tayy —• Tayw 
are induced by the evident vector bundle morphisms 

r]{a)yy © (W - V) ^ r){a)v.w>\Av.v, —> r){a)vw>. 

OBSERVATION 4.2. For fixed V we have maps Ew~vTawy —• Tayy that 
are induced by the evident vector bundle morphisms 

r}{a)Wy 0 {W - V) * r)(a)yy\AwtV, —• r}{a)yy. 

Thus for each V C U we have a prespectrum &ay € £?U' and we have 
maps of prespectra Hw~v &aw —• 2?ay that satisfy the evident transitivity 
condition. Let May G S^U' be the spectrification of Stay. Then we have maps 
of spectra Hw~v Maw —> May that satisfy the transitivity condition. 

PROPOSITION 4.3. 77ie maps Y,w~v Maw —> ^ a y are isomorphisms of 
spectra. Hence Ma is an object in the category 5?(U'\ U). 

PROOF. For a compact K C A let a\K be the composite K —> i4-^^(C7, [/'). 
Since, as always, we are working in the category of compactly generated spaces, 
A is topologized as the union of its compact subspaces and it follows that in 
the category of spaces over */([/,£/'), a = colim^ a\x where the colimit is 
taken over all compact K C A. All constructions we have made are natural 
in spaces over Jr(U,Uf), and they commute with filtered colimits. In particu
lar, May — colim/r M{O\K)V and, of course, Y}v~v commutes with colimits. 
Hence it suffices to show that the map E1^ ~vMaw —> May is an isomorphism 
when A is compact. 
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Assume then that A is compact. Fix V C W C U and choose V large 
enough that Ayy = Awy = A. Then for V C W C U' the structure maps 
T}v ~v Tavy —> Totv^w are isomorphisms. Hence STcxy agrees cofinally with 
the desuspension prespectrum {Lw ~v Tay.v} and thus Jtcxy — Z^Tayy. 
Similarly Maw = T^^Tawy and we have the sequence of isomorphisms 

Hw-V^aw * Xw-vX$,TaWy = H^w"vTaWy ^ Yt^Tayy S ^ a v . 

a 
LEMMA 4.4. 77iere zs an isomorphism *rftcx§ = E ° ° J 4 + that is natural in a. 

PROOF. It is immediate from the definitions that r](a)oy is the trivial bundle 
AxV over A and hence Ta0y £ E v ' A+. D 

Together with the fact that EvJCcxy — -^^ch this leads one to suspect that 
May is isomorphic to a shift desuspension of the space A+. That turns out 
to be the case and, in our version of twisted half-smash products, this is the 
explanation for the untwisting theorem which we will discuss in the next section. 

LEMMA 4.5 (UNTWISTING). Let V c U and V c U' be indexing spaces such 
that V = V and let a : A —> J(U,U') be a map. There is an isomorphism 
May = T,^,A+ that is natural in a. 

PROOF. Let (?(U') be the orthogonal group of linear isometric isomorphisms 
U' —• U' that are the identity off a finite subspace. Since the restriction map 
r ' : &(U') —• J?(V',U') is a bundle over the contractible paracompact space 
f{Vr, U'), it admits a section s' : S(V\ U') —• &{U'). Fixing an isomorphism 
/ : V —> V\ we obtain a homeomorphism /* : J(V\ U') —> J(V, U'). Hence 
we have a composite 

* = * ' o f / * ) " 1 : . / ( ! / , [ / ' ) —>0{U') 

with the property that s{g)(fv) = gv for any g € S(V} U') and v € V. 
Now a : A —> J(U, Uf) passes to a map a : A —> J{V* Uf) which we also 

write as a. For W C Ur, let -Ajv.iv'] denote 0 unless V C W, in which case 
-4[v,W'] denotes the pullback 

A[vm ^ 0{Wf) 

A a > J{V, U') — ^ 0(U'). 

Thus when V C W\ A[VjW<] is the set of all a e A such that s(a) € 0(W). 
Note that ^4[KVV] C Ay.w and A = \Jw>cU, A[v,w]- Let ((&)[vw] denote the 
trivial bundle J4[V,W] x (W- V). Taking Thorn spaces, we obtain a prespectrum 
&a[V) € yU' with 

9*{V]V' = T(C(a){yW/]) * HW'-V'{A^WI])+ 

and the obvious structure maps. Let Ma\y^ be the specification of 3?OL\V\-
Note that Ma\y\ is functorial in a and commutes with filtered colimits of spaces 
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over J{JJ,Uf). We will show that 1) Jta[v] 2 E^,A+ and 2) Jta[v] £ Jtcxv, 
naturally in a. 

For 1) we observe that *4tot]y\ = colim/c ^K(OI\K)[V] where the colimit is 
taken over all compact K C A. Hence it suffices to establish 1) when A is 
compact. But for compact ^4, ^4[v,w] = A for W large enough, so we see that 
2?OL[V] agrees cofinally with the desuspension prespectrum { E ^ ~v A+}. The 
conclusion follows. 

For 2) we construct bundle morphisms C(a)[v,vv] —> v{a)vyW'- Recall that 

E(ri(a)v,w') = {(a,™') € Av,w x W \ w' ± a(a)V}. 

We define a map 

6w> : A[ViWf] x (W - V) — E(ri(a)v,w>) 

by 9w{a,w') = (a, s(a(a))(u/)). The properties of s ensure that these maps are 
well-defined and induce a map of prespectra 6 : ^a^v] —> ^ocy on passage to 
Thorn spaces. To show that the resulting map of spectra 6 : Ma\y\ —• JMOLV 
is an isomorphism, the colimit argument again lets us reduce the problem to 
the case when A is compact. But for compact A, with W large enough so that 
A(v.vv'] = A, the bundle map 6w is an isomorphism. Therefore the map of 
prespectra 9 : ^a jv j —• ^ Q y is cofinally a spacewise isomorphism, and the 
conclusion follows. D 

Observe that the isomorphism Mo.y = ££?,>!+ depends on the choice of / 
and of the section sf. The idea of exploiting such a section, although proposed 
in the context of a very different proof of the untwisting theorem, is due to Neil 
Strickland. 

5. Twisted half-smash products and function spectra 

DEFINITION 5.1. For a : A — • S{U,U'), E e STU, and Ef G S*U', the 
twisted half-smash product a K E G S^U' is the spectrum Ma. A E and the 
twisted function spectrum F[a,E') G 5?U is the spectrum F(^?a,E'). 

PROPOSITION 5.2. The above definitions agree with the definitions of [38]. 

PROOF. Consider first the case of A compact. Then for a given V C U one 
can find V C U' large enough that JCay £ E ^ T a ^ v - Thus 

F [ Q , E')V = yU'{J?av,E') * yUf(Z^,TaVy>,Ef) S F(Tav,v;E'V'), 

wThich is the definition of [38]. Therefore, by uniqueness of adjoints, the defi
nitions of a K E agree for compact A. For general A one simply observes that 
our constructions and the definitions of [38] behave "properly" with respect to 
colimits. Specifically, 

a K E = colim/c a\x * E and F[a,Ef) = lim/c F[a\K,E'), 

where K runs through the compact subspaces of A. • 
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The difference between our approach and the approach of [38] is this: The 
definitions in [38] of a K E and / [a , E') are simple and concrete when A is 
compact, but they depend on arbitrary choices of cofinal sequences of indexing 
spaces in U and U'. Hence naturality in a is difficult to prove. To get around 
this, the authors of [38] develop an elaborate theory of "connections" that allows 
them to show that the definitions oi a K E and F[a, E') are independent of the 
choices involved and, therefore, that the constructions are natural in a. Only 
after proving all this is it possible to define a K E for non-compact A as the 
relevant spectrum-level colimit and F [ Q , E') as the limit. The advantage of our 
treatment is that the objects a K E and F[a, E') are defined once and for all for 
arbitrary A and naturality in a is immediate from the definitions. 

We show in the following pair of results that twisted half-smash products and 
function spectra generalize change of universe functors and are in a sense built 
up out of them. 

PROPOSITION 5.3. / / / : U —> V is a linear isometry regarded as a map 
* —> J^(U)U/) then f x E = fmE and F[f,Ef) = / * £ ' , where fm : S?U —> 
S^U1 and /* : yU' —> S^U are the standard change of universe functors. In 
particular, if U — U' and id denotes the identity map then id K E = E. 

PROOF. For any V C U we have Tav,jv = {/}+ = S° and thus JCfv = 
HfvS°. Therefore 

F[f, E')V = srU'iZfyS0, E') ^ F(5°, E'(fV)) S E'(fV) = {f*E')V. 

The structure maps work properly and thus F[f,E') = /*£". The fact that 
/ x E = f+E follows by the uniqueness of adjoints, or by an easy inspection. • 

One should think of a K E intuitively as the union over a € A of the spectra 
a(a)*£, suitably topologized. Similarly, F[a,El) should be thought of as a 
suitably structured object that arises from the collection of spectra {a(a)*Ef}. 
More precisely, we have the following result [38, VI.2.7], which admits an easy 
proof in our setup. 

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let a : f(U,U') be a map and let E 6 S^U and E1 6 S^U' 
be spectra. A map f : a K E —• E' determines and is determined by maps 
£(a) : E —• a(a)*E' for points a € A such that the functions 

(v.v> : TaVy> A EV —• E'V 

specified by (V,V'((Q>,V') Ay) = <j(£(a)(y) A v') for a G Av,v, v' G V - a(a)V, 
and y G EV are continuous, where a denotes the structure map 

oaWv,v • ZV'-a{a)vE'(a(a)V) —* E'V. 

PROOF. Since for any V C C/, May is the specification of ^ay = {Tayy>} 
we can write May as the spectrum level colimit 

May = colimvcc/' T/ytTayy-
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Therefore 

S*U'{a K £ , E') = yV {co\imVcU ^<*v A EV, E') 
= limvct/ W ( ^ a v A £V, £ ' ) 
= limvct/ ^t/ 'Ccolimvct/ ' Ev?'r<*v,v" A£V,E ' ) 
= limbec/ Hm^ct/' J^£/ '(£^Tav,V' A EV,E') 
= hmvcu l impet/ ' &(Tav,v> AEV,EfV). 

This gives the connection between maps of spectra a K E —• E' and families of 
maps QVy, : TaVy A EV —• E'V'. 

By restriction to points a € ^4, a given map £ : a K £* —• JE" induces maps 
a(a)*£ -—• E' which are adjoint to maps f (a) : £ —> a(a)*E'. By projection 
from the double limit, £ induces the map (vy • 3H#v,v A E'V —• E'V, which 
may be checked to have the claimed description. 

Conversely, given maps £(a) : E —• a(a)*£ ' satisfying the hypotheses, the 
maps (v, v : TayyAEV —> E'V specified by (v.v((a,i>')Ay) = a(£(a)(y)Av') 
are easily checked to be compatible with the maps over which the double limit 
is taken, and therefore they specify a map of spectra a x E —> E'. • 

The following untwisting theorem is an important sharpening of the result 
originally given in [38] and is vital to the theory of S-modules. The original 
proof of Elmendorf, Kriz, May, and Mandell, although not long or difficult, is 
rather technical in that it relies heavily on Elmendorf 5s category of spectra [20]. 

THEOREM 5.5 (UNTWISTING). Let V C U and V c U' be indexing spaces 
such that V = V, let a : A —• J?(U,U') be a map, and let X be a based space. 
There are isomorphisms 

and 
n^F[a ,F)*F( i4+ , f i?? , jE ' ) 

that are natural in a and X. 

PROOF. By Proposition 3.9 there is an isomorphism <f AEJ?X = Sy AX that 
is natural in spaces X G ^ and objects & e S*(U'\ U). Thus 

a x E^X = J Q A E^X * JCav A X. 

By the untwisting lemma, J{a.y = E^,A+, so it follows that 

a K Z^X * (E??,4+) A X * A+ A E??,X. 

The isomorphism SVffF\a,E') = F(A+,Q(y,E') follows by uniqueness of ad-
joints. • 
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6. Formal properties of twisted half-smash products 

We here give three basic formal properties of twisted half-smash products and 
function spectra. They have been used over and over in the text of the book. 
The first is an easy direct consequence of Proposition 3.7. 

PROPOSITION 6.1. For a map a : A —> J{U,U'), spectra E e ^U and 
E' € yUf and a based space X, there are natural isomorphisms 

(a x E) A X ^ a K (E A X) 

and 
F\a,F(X,E'))*F(X,F[a,E')). 

Moreover, if Y is an unbased space and we denote by a x Y the map 

AxY ^A^jr(U,U'), 

there are natural isomorphisms 

( Q X y ) K ^ ( Q X E ) A 7 ^ Q K ( E A Y+). 

The following two results relate twisted half-smash products to the naturality 
properties of spaces of linear isometries. 

PROPOSITION 6.2. Let a : A —> J{\J, U') and 0 : B —> S(U\ U") be maps 
and let 0 xca denote the composite 

BxA - ^ > J(U\U") x f{U,U') ^ S(U,U"), 

where c denotes composition. Then there are isomorphisms 

(0xca)x E^ 0x (a IX E) 

and 
F[0xca,E")^F[a,F{0,E")) 

that are natural in E € 5?U and E" e y\Jn. 

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let a : A —> J(Ui,U[) and (3 : B —> S(U2,U'2) be 
maps and let a x e 0 denote the composite 

A x B ^ L JilJ^U'x) x S{U2, U2) - ^ S{Ui © U2, U[ © U'2). 

There is a natural isomorphism 

(a x e 0) x {El AE2)^(axE1)A{0^< E2), 

where A denotes the external smash product of spectra. 
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.2. For 9 e S*(U"\U') and £ e S?(U'\U), we 
define the composition smash product Q)t\cS € S?{U"\ U) by (@>/\c£)y = @A<fy • 
It is elementary to check that 

( ^ A c ( f ) A £ ^ @ A ( ( f A £ ) 

for E € yU. Thus it suffices to show that J((0 xc a) 2£ Jt0 Ac JCOL. 
We begin by constructing bundle morphisms 

v{P)v,V" x 77(a)yy> —> rj(0 xc a)Vy»-

By definition, 

E(v(0)vtv») = {(^v") € Bv.y. x V" I t/" 1 0(b)V'}, 

E(r]{a)v,v>) = {(a,vf) e AVlv x Vf \ vf 1 a{a)V), 
and 

E{rj{f3 xc<x)vy») = {(b,a,v") 6 (B x A)Vy x V" \ v" 1 0(b)a{a)V}. 

It is easily seen that By y>> x Ayy C (B x A)yy. Consider the map 

E{v{P)v;v) x E(ri{a)v,v) —+ E(rj{0 xc a)v%v») 

that takes (b,v") x (a,v') to (6, a,t>" + 0(b)v'). Passing to Thorn spaces, we 
obtain maps 

T0V',V" A Tav.v —> T{0 xc a)Vy» 
which define a map of prespectra 

&0v A Totyy, —> ^(/3 x c a)v 

and therefore a map of spectra 

jft&w A Ta^y / —» ^r(/3 x c a)v-

One checks that, for V C Wf', the diagram 

J4C0V A Tav/.y **^0w A Toty%w' 

^ ( / ? x c a)y 

commutes, where the top row is the composite isomorphism 

^ # / V A Tayy = Zw'-V' J{0W, A Tayy 

^ .# /3w A Y>w'-v'TaVy = ^ j 9 w A T a v , w 

Thus we obtain a map of spectra 

(J20/\c^a)v = jt(0 NJ&OLV — colimyct/' ^£0v> /\Tayy> —> *^(/? x c a ) y . 

One checks that these maps are compatible with the structure maps of our 
objects and so define a morphism 6 : ̂ /l'0 f\cjtitoL —> M{fi xca) in the category 
y(U"-U). 
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To show that 6 is an isomorphism, we invoke the familiar colimit argument. 
We have 

M$ Ac Mot — colim/cL ^# /3 |L AC J&OL\K 

and 
Jt{fi x c a) = colimK,L ^{& x c a ) | L x K , 

where the colimits are taken over all compact K C A and all compact L C B. 
Thus it suffices to show that 6 is an isomorphism when A and B are compact. 
In that case, for a fixed V, we may choose V large enough that Ayy = A 
and we may then choose V" large enough that Byy = B. It follows that 
(B x A)v,v = B x A and the map T/3v,v" A Tayy —• T(0 x c a)v,v" is a 
homeomorphism. Therefore 

(^/? Ac JIOL)V = ^ / ? A ̂ a v ^ ^ / 3 A E^Ta^v-
^ ^ / 3 V , A T W . v ^ (E&.TPvy.) A TQV.V 

£ E ^ T / V , V " A TaVy = %v"T{P xc a)Vy» 

S ^ ( / 3 X C Q ) V . D 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6.3. For 0 e y{U[\Ui) and <f € - ^ ( t ^ j t ^ ) we 
define the external direct sum smash product Q> A$ & € y ( [ / 1 © f / 2 ^ i ® ^ 2 ) by 

(0Ae<f)V lev2 = 9Vl A<?y2. 

Since the set {Vi 0 V2} is cofinal in U\ 0^2 this specifies an object in the category 
y{V'x 0 Jj'2\ U1 0 (72)- It is easily checked that, for spectra Ex € S^Ul, 

(9 Ae <f) A (Ei A E2) = (0 A Ei) A (<f A £2). 

Thus it suffices to show that J?a A$ ^/{(3 = ^t[pt x e /?). 
By definition, 

£:(77(a)v1)v;) = { ( a ^ i ) G ^ v 1 ) v ; x l / i K -La(a)Vi}, 

^ ( ^ ) V 2 . K 2 0 = {(M 2 ) € B ^ x V2 I v'2 1 /J(6)V2}, 

and 

£ ( i ( f l X «% 1 «v ! l v>v;) = 

{(a.fi.v'j,^) e (A x B)V]eV2iV<eV,, x (Vi' © V2') I «; + u2 J. a(o)V'i ®0{b)V2}. 

It follows immediately that there is a bundle isomorphism 

Thus we have isomorphisms of Thom spaces 

TaVuV; A T0V2V, - T(a x e / 3 ) V i e v , , v > v ; 

and therefore an isomorphism of prespectra 

faVl A ̂ /3Vs a ^"(a x e /3)Vl©v2. 
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It follows that 

(^aAe^p)Vl&V2 ¥^?aVl f\J(Pv2 = ^ ( a x e / ? ) ^ e r 2 . 

• 

7. Homotopical proper t ies of a K E and F[a, E') 

We now turn our attention to the homotopy preservation properties of our 
constructions. It is evident from the definitions that at< E and F[a,E') preserve 
homotopies in E and E' and homotopies over S(U, U') in a. However, it is vital 
to the theory that many homotopical properties of a K E and F[a,Ef) depend 
only on the homotopical properties of the space A. 

PROPOSITION 7.1. If A has the homotopy type of a CW complex, then the 
functor a tx E preserves CW homotopy types in E and the functor F[a, E') 
preserves weak equivalences in E''. 

PROOF. It is a standard categorical observation that the two assertions are 
equivalent since a * - and F[a, —) are an adjoint pair of functors. Let E[ —• E'2 
be a weak equivalence in 5?U'. Then each E[V' —> E2V is a weak equivalence 
of spaces. Since A has CW homotopy type, F{A+,E[V') —• F(A+,E'2V') is a 
weak equivalence for any V C Uf. It follows from the untwisting theorem that 
F[a.E[) —> F[a, E'2) is a spacewise weak equivalence and therefore a weak 
equivalence of spectra. • 

COROLLARY 7.2. If a : A —> J(U,U') is a map and A has CW homotopy 
type then the functors a x — and F[a)—) pass to an adjoint pair of functors on 
the stable categories. 

As always, a functor such as a K E that does not preserve weak equivalences in 
E is defined on the stable category by first replacing E with a CW approximation. 
We can strengthen Proposition 6.1 by obtaining a CW structure on a x E from 
CW structures on A and E. 

PROPOSITION 7.3. Let a : A —• J(U,U') be a map, where A is a CW 
complex with skeletal filtration {An}. Let E be a CW spectrum with skeletal 
filtration {En} and sequential filtration {En}. Then a K E is a CW spectrum 
with skeletal filtration 

{a*E)n= ( J ( Q U P ) K E * , n e Z , 
p+q = n 

and sequential filtration 

{a*E)n= ( J ( a U p ) * £ „ n > 0. 
p+q=n 
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PROOF. We induct up the sequential filtration. Since EQ = *, ( a x E)o = *• 
Assume that (a K E)n-\ is a CW spectrum. Let £ : Dp —> A be a p-cell with 
restriction cr to S*3"1. Let CS7""1 —> i?9 be an r-cell of J?9 with attaching 
map Sr~l —> J59-i, where p + q = n and r 6 Z. Then (a x i?)n is obtained 
from (a K J£)n_i by attaching "twisted cells" of the form (aoe) x CSr~l along 
attaching maps 

( a o ^ 5 r ~ 1 U(ao C r ) K CSr~l —> (a K £ ) n _ i . 

It follows from the untwisting theorem and inspection on the space level that the 
pair ((aoe) K CSr'\ (aoe) K Sr~l) is isomorphic to the pair (CSp+r-l,Sp+r-1). 
Therefore (a K i?)n is constructed from (a K £ ) n - i by attaching genuine cells 
along cellular maps and is thus a CW spectrum. • 

Recall that a prespectrum D is said to be E-cofibrant if the structure maps 
Ew~v DV —• DW are cofibrations. A spectrum is E-cofibrant if it is isomorphic 
to LD for some E-cofibrant prespectrum D. A spectrum is tame if it is homotopy 
equivalent to a E-cofibrant spectrum. Roughly speaking, tame spectra are to 
spacewise homotopy equivalences of spectra as spectra with CW homotopy type 
are to weak equivalences of spectra. Thus, if D is tame and / : E\ —• E2 is a 
map of spectra such that each fV : E\V —• E^V is a homotopy equivalence, 
then 

U : h^U(D,Ex) —* h^U(D)E2) 

is a bijection. It follows formally that a spacewise homotopy equivalence of tame 
spectra is a genuine homotopy equivalence. Pursuing the analogy further, the 
cylinder construction KE may be thought of as a "E-cofibrant approximation" 
to the spectrum E, and there is a map KE —• E that is a spacewise homotopy 
equivalence. Categorically, it is generally true that if L : SfJJ —• S^U* and 
R : yU' —• yU are a left-right adjoint pair of functors, then L preserves 
tameness if and only if R preserves spacewise homotopy equivalences. 

THEOREM 7.4. Let <j> : A —• B be a homotopy equivalence, let 0 : B —> 
S(U,U') be a map, and let a : A —• S(U,Uf) be the composite 0 o <f>. If 
E € S^U is tame, then the map (j) K E : a K E —> 0 x E is a homotopy 
equivalence. For any E' € S^U', the map F[4>,E') : F[0,Ef) —> F[a,E') is a 
spacewise homotopy equivalence. 

PROOF. It follows from the untwisting theorem that for any spectrum E' e 
SfU/, the maps F[<f>,Ef)(V) are homotopy equivalences. Thus for any tame 
spectrum E and any spectrum E' the map 

F[4>,E\ : hyU{E,F\0,E')) —> hyU(E,F[a,E')) 

is a bijection. By adjunction, this says that the map 

(4> K E)* : hyU'{0 K £ , £ ' ) —> hyV{a x £ , £ ' ) 

is a bijection. It is now formal that 4> tx E is a homotopy equivalence. • 
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COROLLARY 7.5. Let aua2 : A —> f{U,U') be maps. If E € SfU is tame, 
then a\ x E and a2t<E are homotopy equivalent. If E' € S?U' is any spectrum, 
then F[a\*E) and F[a2*E) are weakly equivalent 

PROOF. We note that since J(IJ,U') is contractible, ct\ and a2 are homo-
topic. Let H : A x I —• J(JJ, U') be a homotopy and apply Theorem 6.4 with 
B = A x I and <f> = it : A —> 4 x J for t = 0,1. • 

Since CW spectra are tame, this implies the following result. 

COROLLARY 7.6. If A has CW homotopy type, the functors a x - obtained by 
varying the map a are canonically and coherently equivalent upon passage to the 
stable category. Similarly the functors F[a, —) are canonically and coherently 
equivalent as functors on the stable category. 

8. The cofibration theorem 

In this section we prove the following analog for coflbrations of Theorem 7.4. 
The original proof of Elmendorf, Kriz, May, and Mandell relied heavily on the 
properties of Elmendorf's category of spectra [20], using bundle theoretic argu
ments about the morphism sets in that category. We shall show that it actually 
follows formally from the untwisting theorem and some elementary homotopy 
theory. 

THEOREM 8.1. Let (p : A —> B be a cofibration, let 0 : B —• S(U,Ul) 
be a map, and let a : A —> J{JJ. U') be the composite /3 o 0. If E € &U is 
Yj-cofibrant or is a CW spectrum, then <j> K E : a K E —• /3 K E is a cofibration. 

PROOF. Consider a test diagram 

a* E a x E) A 7+ 

( / 3 K £ ) A / + 

for which we must prove that the dotted arrow exists making the diagram com
mute. By adjunction, we may consider instead the test diagram 

/ . 

h s 

EAI+ 

•F[0,Ef) 

T 

F[a,E') 

and try to prove that h exists. We are not claiming that F[<j>, E') : F[(5, Ef) —• 
F[a, E') is a fibration of spectra, but we will show that it does have the covering 
homotopy property (CHP) with respect to E-coflbrant spectra and CW spectra. 
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It is easily seen that F[0, £ ' ) is a spacewise fibration. For if V C U and 
V c U' are such that V = V, then F[<p, Ef) is equivalent to a map 

F ( 0 + , £ V ) : F(B+,E'V) —> F(A+,E'V), 

which is clearly a fibration. It follows now that F[</>,Ef) has the CHP with 
respect to spectra of the form S ^ X for any V C U. In particular, F[0, £") 
has the CHP with respect to sphere spectra and hence F[<t>,E') may be thought 
of as a spectrum level Serre fibration. The standard arguments now show that 
F[</>, E') has the CHP with respect to CW spectra. 

The argument for E-cofibrant spectra is a bit more delicate. Let E = LD 
where D is a E-cofibrant prespectrum. We want to use the cofibration condition 
on the structure maps Ew~vDV —• DW to construct the lift h for the diagram 
of prespectra 

^F[0,Ef) D-

D A L 

/ / ^ \F[4>,E') 

-^F[a,E'). 

We do this by choosing a cofinal sequence V0 C V\ C . . . of representations in 
U and then arguing that after having constructed the map hVi : DV% A 1+ —• 
F[(3, E')(Vi) we can construct the map hVi+i in a compatible way so as to obtain 
a map of prespectra. 

The problem reduces to the following: Define 

k : DV l+1 A {0}+ U EK + 1"V 'DV; A J+ 

to be the pushout of the maps 

F[/? ,F ' )(^-n) 

DVi+l F[0,E')(Vl+1) 

and 

E K + 1 - K D K A / + 
E V ' I + I - tJ^^v^-^F[0iE')(Vt) F[/?,F')(K+i). 

Then hVi+i : DVl+x A 1+ 
problem 

FlfiiE^^+i) must be a solution to the lifting 

DVt+l A {0} + U Yy^-^DVi A / + ^ F[/3, E')(Vl+l) 

F[0,£ ' ) (K+i) 

- % F ) ( K + 1 ) . 

>>K + 1 ^ 

I>K+lA/+-
0V.+1 

By the untwisting theorem, if V C £/' is such that K+i = V then we can replace 
F[<p,E')(Vi+i) with the map 

F(tt>+,E'V') : F(B+,E'V) — F ( . 4 + , F V ) . 

The existence of the lift /iK+i follows from our next lemma. • 
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LEMMA 8.2. If X —• Y is a cofibration of based spaces, A —• B is a cofi-
bration of unbased spaces, and Z is a based space, then any diagram of the form 

Y A {0}+ U X A J+ ^ F ( S + , Z) 
i ^ i 
I ** 

^ I 
y A / + - ^ F ( A + , ^ ) 

can be completed by the dotted arrow. 

PROOF. By playing with adjunctions we can replace the above diagram with 
an equivalent diagram 

B+ A {0}+ U A+ A J+ * F(Y, Z) 
I '* \ 
i ** i 
I *"" I 

J3+ A /+" *• F(X, Z). 

But this diagram of based spaces is equivalent to the diagram of unbased spaces 

Bx{0}uAx J *F(Y,Z) 
I ^ I 

y 

Bxf- >F(X,Z). 

The based fibration F(Y, Z) —> -F(X, Z) is also an unbased fibration and the 
solution now follows from the fact that (B x LB x {0}U A x I) is a DR pair. • 

9. Equivariant twisted half-smash products 

As we have stated previously, all of our definitions and results on twisted 
half-smash products and function spectra generalize to the equivariant context 
with little change. In this section we discuss briefly the few exceptions to this 
assertion. More details will appear in [16]. 

The basic source material on categories of equivariant spectra is found in 
[38] and we briefly summarize that setup. For a compact Lie group G, a G-
universe U is defined to be a countably infinite dimensional real inner product 
space on which G acts smoothly through linear isometries. We require that U 
contain a trivial representation and we require that whenever V C U is a finite 
dimensional representation then U must contain an isomorphic copy of V e o c . 
At the one extreme, a G-universe is called complete if it contains copies of all 
the irreducible G-representations; at the other extreme, a G-universe is called 
G-trivial if it contains only the trivial representations. 

By a G-spectrum indexed on a G-universe U we mean a spectrum E indexed 
on the finite dimensional subrepresentations of U such that each component 
space EV is a G-space and the structure maps Y,W~VEV —> EW are G-maps. 
The resulting category is denoted GyU. Thus for non-isomorphic G-universes 
Us [/' we have associated non-equivalent categories of G-spectra that pass to 
non-equivalent equivariant stable categories. 
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For G-universes £/,£/', we let G act on J{JJ,U') by conjugation. For a G-
map a : A —• S(U,U') and G-spectra E <E G ^ t / , £ ' € GS?U' there is a 
twisted half-smash product a K E £ GS?Uf and a twisted function spectrum 
F[a, E') e G^(7 whose definitions and properties are wholly analogous to the 
nonequivariant constructions. Sections 2 to 6 generalize in a straightforward way 
that requires little comment. The category GS?{U'\ U) is defined in the evident 
way. In the equivariant version of Definition 3.2, for an object £ £ GS?(U'\ U) 
and G-spectrum E' £ GS?U' the G-space F{£,E')(V) = yU'{£v,E') must be 
understood to mean the space of all nonequivariant maps of spectra &v —• E' 
with G acting by conjugation. The equivariant versions of the untwisting results, 
Lemma 4.5 and Theorem 5.5, are true, except that the existence of a V C U' 
isomorphic to the given G-indexing space V C U is a non-trivial hypothesis that 
may not be satisfied. 

Fix a copy of M00 in U. It is a crucial fact [38, 1.4.6] that for a map / : 
E\ —> £2 of G-spectra indexed on U to be a spacewise weak equivalence of 
G-spaces, it suffices that fW1 : E1W1 —• EiRn be a weak equivalence for all n. 
Since all G-universes contain the trivial representations, the untwisting theorem 
applies to the trivial representations, and we see that the equivariant versions of 
Proposition 7.1 and Corollary 7.2 hold. The equivariant version of Proposition 
7.3 only holds when G is finite. In analogy with [38, 1.4.6], it can be shown 
that in order for a map of G-spectra to be a spacewise homotopy equivalence, 
it is sufficient to consider only the trivial representations. Hence the equivariant 
version of Theorem 7.4 holds. While J(U,Uf) is not a G-contractible G-space, 
it does have the property that if A is a G-CW complex then any two maps 
a i , a 2 : A —> S(U,U') are G-homotopic. Hence the equivariant versions of 
Corollaries 7.5 and 7.6 hold. 

The equivariant version of Theorem 8.1 holds in full generality for the case 
that E is a G-CW spectrum. The reason is that the sphere spectra relevant to 
a G-CW structure are of the form Sn A (G/H)+ where n is an integer. Hence 
the problem of lifting cells over the map F[(p, El) only requires consideration of 
the maps F[(p,Ef)(Rn) for which the untwisting theorem applies. For general 
universes U, U', if E is tame, but not G-CW7, I do not know whether the map 
(f) K E : a K E —> /3 K E must always be a cofibration. Our proof of Theorem 
8.1, like the original proof given by Elmendorf, Kriz, May, and Mandell, works 
equivariantly only if we add the additional assumption that the universe Uf is 
"as big or bigger" than U in the sense that there exists a G-linear isometry 
U —>U'. 
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